CLIVAR Early Career Scientists Symposium

Held after the 6th ODC training course in Sep, 2016
Summer courses

- FIO-WCRP Agreement (2017). To host a Summer School on even years, beginning in 2018
- Agreement with ICTP to host a Summer School on odd years, beginning in 2019
Summer Schools

1. CLIVAR-FIO Summer School on Ocean Macroturbulence and its role in Earth Climate (Postponed to 2022, aiming to be in-person, with virtual participation available) - by ARP

2. Third Summer School on Theory, Mechanisms and Hierarchical Modeling of Climate Dynamics: Tropical Oceans, ENSO and their Teleconnections (Pending, originally planned from 3 to 14 August 2020) – by PRP

Some Issues

• We can not keep postponing indefinitely, we have lost the momentum we had with the Schools in 2018 and 2019.

• Summer Schools: 100% online ? (important networking opportunity for ECS) ➔ Mixed?
  FIO-IOC Summer School in 2021: In person for Chinese & International scientists already in China, virtual for others.

• CLIVAR-FIO and CLIVAR-ICTP agreements provide important financial resources, when international travel is allowed (2022 ????), we might have several panels who want to organize Schools (i.e. NORP)